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Discover the peacefulness of moving through life inspired by the power and purposefulness of

nature. This beautiful interpretation of the Tao te Ching presents timeless wisdom that captures

its original poetic style. Drawing from the many ancient sages of ancient China, it combines the

ideas of Meng Tzu, Lao Tzu and Kung Fu Tzu. Celebrating what is timeless and valuable about

existence, the second section of this book includes a collection of ancient Taoist poetry. "When

you lose your place in the world, you need only return to stillness. Through stillness, you return

to the Way." Just as the seed sheds its protective covering before becoming a great oak,

experience peels away the layers that keep you from actualizing your destiny.Review:"{the

author} takes the work back to the original, lets go of her own agenda, and writes English with

a vocabulary rooted in the heart - that is the way of the Tao and the best translations also. She

is right up there with Ursula K. Le Guin, Arthur Waley, Stephen Mitchell, and Ellen M. Chen."



Also by the same author:The Mind’s Mirror: Dream Dictionary and Translation GuideThe

Mythology of Sleep: The Waking Power of DreamsNothing Bad Happens in Life: Nature’s Way

of SuccessCopyright © 2009 by Kari Hohne.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including

photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without

permission from the publisher.Published by Way of Tao Books.P.O. Box 1753 Carnelian Bay,

Ca 96140PaperBird is a division of Way of Tao Books.Printed in the United States of

America978-0-9819779-3-5eBook 978-1-4392-9587-8For Alan, my lotus flower in the river of

change.ContentsTitle PageCopyright PageIntroductionPart One: Tao te ChingThe Great

MysteryAll Things Are EqualHold To NothingSoften The GlareHold Fast To EmptinessDimly

Visible, Yet PresentDetached and At OneSettle AnywhereNever FullThe Mysterious

MirrorReturn to the CenterNourish the Belly, Not the EyeWithout DistinctionsThe Form of the

FormlessSo Subtle and ProfoundReturn to StillnessIt Happens NaturallyWithout

WisdomWithout KnowledgeI Alone Am InactiveHow Do I Know?Contentment is

SimpleConform to NatureOnly Harmony EnduresThere is a Thing Confusedly FormedThe

Root of the LightUse No Counting RodsReturn to the Uncarved BlockIt Cannot Be

ContainedForce is Not NecessaryValue Turning BackKnow When to StopWhether Strength or

WeaknessTao Claims No AuthorityUsed, Yet Not ExhaustedThe Nature of ThingsNothing is

UndoneThe Beginning of DisorderUsing The Inferior as a BaseIt Turns BackForward and

BackwardIt Produces the TwoThe Most SubmissiveKnow When To StopGreat Fullness Seems

EmptyIf You Are ContentWithout Going Out the DoorOrder Returns to the WorldThus

Goodness GrowsYou Come In and Go OutThe Way Gives Them LifeThe World Has a

BeginningThe Great Way is EasyTo Know the PersonIf The Grasp is FirmThose Who Know -

Untangle The KnotsRemain Simple Like an Uncarved BlockThe People Have Not Been

PerplexedHaving Nothing to OvercomeWith Care that Does Not HarmThe Converging Point of

Many StreamsThe Place Where the Bad Find RefugeApproach the Difficulty While it is

EasyThe Transition is EasyKnowledge Can Rob EnlightenmentTao Pushes them

TirelesslyWhat the Way ProvidesOne Has No Need to EngageI Dare Not Play the HostMy

Words Have an Ancient BeginningTo Know and To Think You Don’t Know is BestThey Will

Follow NaturallyWho Knows What Heaven DislikesThe Great Carpenter CutsThose That Don’t

Seek After LifeBe Supple and PliantThe High it Brings DownStraightforward Words Seem

ParadoxicalHow Can This Be GoodLet the People ReturnTo the TaoPart Two: Taoist

PoetryWinter/ SpringSpring/ SummerSummer/ AutumnAutumn/

WinterMeditationsIntroduction“While carrying onwith life in your head,can you embrace its

mysteryand not let go?”These are the words of the Tao te Ching, an ancient text that

celebrates the art of living. Fostering an appreciation for a more natural way of being in the

world, this classic work is inspired by the order observed in nature. Each poetic verse displays

the timeless wisdom of simplicity. When we can trace our seamless unity with everything that

unfolds around us, we discover both the purposefulness and the mystery of Tao. This beautiful

work is made all the more profound because it comes to us from antiquity.“Through

compassion, one can triumph in attack”Although this book came to advise rulers about the

strategy of managing an empire, it is obvious that its ideas allow one to find a subtle peace in

existence. Unlike other Eastern philosophies, Taoism does not deny existence. It teaches one

to understand and flow with the changes.The ancient Chinese philosophers knew that “when

you open all obstacles disappear.” In any type of conflict, compassion always ensures a win/



win situation that leads to triumph.The Tao te Ching explores nature’s movement toward

productive growth and regeneration and reveals how the human journey is no different. All

living things follow an inborn pattern of development, coaxed forward by the changes taking

place in the environment.“I dare not play the hostbut prefer to be the guest.”

Copyright © 2009 by Kari Hohne.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or

transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying,
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WeaknessTao Claims No AuthorityUsed, Yet Not ExhaustedThe Nature of ThingsNothing is

UndoneThe Beginning of DisorderUsing The Inferior as a BaseIt Turns BackForward and
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EmptyIf You Are ContentWithout Going Out the DoorOrder Returns to the WorldThus

Goodness GrowsYou Come In and Go OutThe Way Gives Them LifeThe World Has a

BeginningThe Great Way is EasyTo Know the PersonIf The Grasp is FirmThose Who Know -

Untangle The KnotsRemain Simple Like an Uncarved BlockThe People Have Not Been

PerplexedHaving Nothing to OvercomeWith Care that Does Not HarmThe Converging Point of

Many StreamsThe Place Where the Bad Find RefugeApproach the Difficulty While it is

EasyThe Transition is EasyKnowledge Can Rob EnlightenmentTao Pushes them

TirelesslyWhat the Way ProvidesOne Has No Need to EngageI Dare Not Play the HostMy

Words Have an Ancient BeginningTo Know and To Think You Don’t Know is BestThey Will

Follow NaturallyWho Knows What Heaven DislikesThe Great Carpenter CutsThose That Don’t

Seek After LifeBe Supple and PliantThe High it Brings DownStraightforward Words Seem

ParadoxicalHow Can This Be GoodLet the People ReturnTo the TaoPart Two: Taoist

PoetryWinter/ SpringSpring/ SummerSummer/ AutumnAutumn/

WinterMeditationsIntroduction“While carrying onwith life in your head,can you embrace its

mysteryand not let go?”These are the words of the Tao te Ching, an ancient text that

celebrates the art of living. Fostering an appreciation for a more natural way of being in the

world, this classic work is inspired by the order observed in nature. Each poetic verse displays

the timeless wisdom of simplicity. When we can trace our seamless unity with everything that

unfolds around us, we discover both the purposefulness and the mystery of Tao. This beautiful

work is made all the more profound because it comes to us from antiquity.“Through

compassion, one can triumph in attack”Although this book came to advise rulers about the

strategy of managing an empire, it is obvious that its ideas allow one to find a subtle peace in

existence. Unlike other Eastern philosophies, Taoism does not deny existence. It teaches one

to understand and flow with the changes.The ancient Chinese philosophers knew that “when



you open all obstacles disappear.” In any type of conflict, compassion always ensures a win/

win situation that leads to triumph.The Tao te Ching explores nature’s movement toward

productive growth and regeneration and reveals how the human journey is no different. All

living things follow an inborn pattern of development, coaxed forward by the changes taking

place in the environment.“I dare not play the hostbut prefer to be the guest.”

To Know the PersonIf The Grasp is FirmThose Who Know - Untangle The KnotsRemain

Simple Like an Uncarved BlockThe People Have Not Been PerplexedHaving Nothing to

OvercomeWith Care that Does Not HarmThe Converging Point of Many StreamsThe Place

Where the Bad Find RefugeApproach the Difficulty While it is EasyThe Transition is

EasyKnowledge Can Rob EnlightenmentTao Pushes them TirelesslyWhat the Way

ProvidesOne Has No Need to EngageI Dare Not Play the HostMy Words Have an Ancient

BeginningTo Know and To Think You Don’t Know is BestThey Will Follow NaturallyWho Knows

What Heaven DislikesThe Great Carpenter CutsThose That Don’t Seek After LifeBe Supple

and PliantThe High it Brings DownStraightforward Words Seem ParadoxicalHow Can This Be

GoodLet the People ReturnTo the TaoPart Two: Taoist PoetryWinter/ SpringSpring/

SummerSummer/ AutumnAutumn/ WinterMeditationsIntroduction“While carrying onwith life in

your head,can you embrace its mysteryand not let go?”These are the words of the Tao te

Ching, an ancient text that celebrates the art of living. Fostering an appreciation for a more

natural way of being in the world, this classic work is inspired by the order observed in nature.

Each poetic verse displays the timeless wisdom of simplicity. When we can trace our seamless

unity with everything that unfolds around us, we discover both the purposefulness and the

mystery of Tao. This beautiful work is made all the more profound because it comes to us from

antiquity.“Through compassion, one can triumph in attack”Although this book came to advise

rulers about the strategy of managing an empire, it is obvious that its ideas allow one to find a

subtle peace in existence. Unlike other Eastern philosophies, Taoism does not deny existence.

It teaches one to understand and flow with the changes.The ancient Chinese philosophers

knew that “when you open all obstacles disappear.” In any type of conflict, compassion always

ensures a win/win situation that leads to triumph.The Tao te Ching explores nature’s movement

toward productive growth and regeneration and reveals how the human journey is no different.

All living things follow an inborn pattern of development, coaxed forward by the changes taking

place in the environment.“I dare not play the hostbut prefer to be the guest.”Approaching each

experience as a guest and appreciating how something mysterious is always unfolding, one

discovers meaning and purpose in daily life. Playing the host with a mindset of expectation and

control, one discovers how “those who go against the way end up being called unlucky.” It is

better to follow where the changes may lead us.“You can mould clay into a vessel;yet, it is its

emptiness that makes it useful.”In order to be open to growth, “one that remains open can be

newly filled.” In time, all things come to us because the way is ever purposeful. Even the most

difficult situations always lift us into a higher level of being.“Those with misfortune cannot

understand the reason for their loss.The sage does not make distinctions,embraces everything

and remains open.”Recognizing our tendency to live in the future and to ignore the ever

changing moment, its repetitive theme ever asks us to remain open and pliable in all we

do.“When you have little,contentment is simple.When you have too much, you are

perplexed.”“To be a valley to the empire” is to be open and nurturing to others. In discovering

how one is “fed by the mother,” we honor the Way for what it might teach us.Like a seed that

holds within the potential of becoming an oak, experience peels away our protective layers so

that we can move toward actualization. Inspired by the ways of nature, there are no limits to



what we may become because life is always exploring the best of what it might be.Te, or the

principle of Tao active in each creature resembles our idea of individuation or evolution. This

driving and activating force is the more ancient idea and philosophical root of Qi or Ch’i. Our

need for conformity can lead us away from our center, although experience always returns us

to our authentic nature. The Tao te Ching is therefore, translated to mean a book that cultivates

te when one follows Tao.The ancient Chinese respected nature as a teacher. Emulating its

ways, water taught one about the power of stillness. As it meets an obstacle, it grows in volume

and energy to overcome any barriers to its forward progress. Fire offered a lesson about

synergy and interdependence. We discover how the inner flame is always connected to

whatever keeps it burning. The Mountain provided perspective, or how constancy revealed a

type of order. The Lake inspired a powerful peacefulness, regardless of the changes taking

place upon its surface. In its depths, was a perpetual stillness and the source of its wellspring.

“When one becomes lost, one must only return to stillness.”At the same time, the seasons

changed with the sound of Thunder. Observing the oppositional forces that worked to bring

about change in the natural world, nature demonstrated productive growth through friction.

Without this oppositional energy, the ancient Taoist recognized how life would lose its vitality to

become stagnant.Therefore, a sage was always a student of nature. When obstacles became

insurmountable, one simply emulated the way of nature. The Tao te Ching becomes a study on

how to return to our state of simplicity as natural creatures in a natural world.“The ordinary

person puts themselvesin the center of the universe;the universe for the sage, is always at the

center.”The ancient masters studied eight principles of change as the natural world moved

toward renewal. These primary forces are at the root of a more ancient text called the I Ching

or Book of Changes. Each principle portrays a virtue to be emulated when approaching a world

of perpetual change. With nature as our teacher, we discover a pathway of empowerment,

happiness and success. We find that in the Great Circle there is no separation between the

world in here and the world out there. “Everything is already complete in oneself.” One need

only open to the changes to allow experience to bring our real nature forward.The writing of the

Tao te Ching has been attributed to Lao Tzu, a contemporary of Confucius and keeper of the

imperial archives at Loyang, in the province of Honan, during the 6th century BC. According to

legend, he was riding away into the desert, sickened by the ways of men when a gatekeeper

persuaded him to record his wisdom. Scholars have traced its threads in the many writings of

the ancient Chinese philosophers, who were in turn, also inspired by the Book of Changes.

Therefore, some believe that this text was a compilation of ideas brought together during the

3rd century BC.This text attempts to provide an idea of what Tao is, since it does not lend itself

to clear cut interpretation. Lao Tzu taught that since Tao is ever changing, it cannot be

captured in words. This version of this ancient classic captures its original poetic style, and is a

compilation drawn from the many agent sages who studied it.The ancient Chinese poets made

an art form out of capturing nature existing “just so.” The second section of the book includes

Taoist poetry, inspired by nature and celebrating what is timeless and valuable about our

existence.The Study of NatureThere is a dynamic force driving all things towards evolution, and

this force is active even in human events. The Tao te Ching describes life’s fundamental

interconnectivity: “there is a thing confusedly formed.” We observe this when nature

orchestrates plant reproduction by utilizing seeds that attach to the fur of passing animals.

Pollen grains are transferred on the legs of tiny insects, while the delicate construction of arbor

seeds harness the wind for regeneration.Carnivores eat herbivores, eliminating nutrient rich

waste that nourishes the plants. Bacteria process this waste, enriching the plants that nourish

the herbivores. Water is stripped of nutrients by flowing through a filter of complex root



structures before entering the pristine reefs that nourish the sea creatures. Human beings ward

of viruses, bacteria and disease by ingesting the exoskeletons of coral animals and sea

creatures.As animals exchange carbon dioxide for oxygen, plants trade oxygen for carbon

dioxide. Every species thrives because of its interdependence upon another. Each can exist in

a foreign environment and yet, at some level every environment is connected. This all or

nothing equation fosters harmony at all levels of life.At the same time, we see mating collisions,

eruptions and positive and negative forces that collide to turn the wheels of evolution. At the

molecular level and in opposing pressure systems, we see how nature releases stagnation

through a type of friction. Evolution is how life achieves renewal by removing the protective

covering of the past. All that appears to block our forward progress will lift us to a higher level of

existence.We can discover our deeper connection to what unfolds around us when immersed

within nature’s rejuvenating tapestry of colors and sounds. While the natural world reminds us

of the things that remain constant over time, it also teaches us about the necessity of

remaining open to change.Nature is blind to barriers, except in the way that it overcomes them.

Observing its diverse processes, we discover these same evolutionary mechanisms also lead

us in our growth.Exploring the best of what it might become, nature fine tunes existing traits,

while eliminating what is outworn and unnecessary. More importantly, it is relentless in its

ability to overcome any barriers to its forward progress. Over and above how nature renews our

senses, the Tao of Nature teaches us about balance, wellness, and how “success is a pathway

of self-completion.”Like the seedling forced to press against the dirt and rocks to peel away its

protective covering, all obstacles simply remove what hides our authenticity.Tao is at the root of

everything that happens in the world. By following the path of least resistance, one allows life to

take its natural course without interference. This is at the heart of the Taoist idea of “not doing.”

“Without doing anything, nothing is undone.”We become “the master of our present existence”

in our simplicity of perspective. We “do not play the host, but become the guest” and strive to

be open and observant. “Composure will straighten out one’s inner life.” This willingness to

meet life half way reflects the composed state of our inner world upon experience. Becoming

the master of our experiences requires only that we follow. Exerting the will against events will

only create further obstruction as we move upon the great river of life.“I alone am inactive and

reveal no signs;

“You can mould clay into a vessel;yet, it is its emptiness that makes it useful.”In order to be

open to growth, “one that remains open can be newly filled.” In time, all things come to us

because the way is ever purposeful. Even the most difficult situations always lift us into a

higher level of being.“Those with misfortune cannot understand the reason for their loss.The

sage does not make distinctions,embraces everything and remains open.”Recognizing our

tendency to live in the future and to ignore the ever changing moment, its repetitive theme ever

asks us to remain open and pliable in all we do.“When you have little,contentment is

simple.When you have too much, you are perplexed.”“To be a valley to the empire” is to be

open and nurturing to others. In discovering how one is “fed by the mother,” we honor the Way

for what it might teach us.Like a seed that holds within the potential of becoming an oak,

experience peels away our protective layers so that we can move toward actualization. Inspired

by the ways of nature, there are no limits to what we may become because life is always

exploring the best of what it might be.Te, or the principle of Tao active in each creature

resembles our idea of individuation or evolution. This driving and activating force is the more

ancient idea and philosophical root of Qi or Ch’i. Our need for conformity can lead us away

from our center, although experience always returns us to our authentic nature. The Tao te



Ching is therefore, translated to mean a book that cultivates te when one follows Tao.The

ancient Chinese respected nature as a teacher. Emulating its ways, water taught one about the

power of stillness. As it meets an obstacle, it grows in volume and energy to overcome any

barriers to its forward progress. Fire offered a lesson about synergy and interdependence. We

discover how the inner flame is always connected to whatever keeps it burning. The Mountain

provided perspective, or how constancy revealed a type of order. The Lake inspired a powerful

peacefulness, regardless of the changes taking place upon its surface. In its depths, was a

perpetual stillness and the source of its wellspring. “When one becomes lost, one must only

return to stillness.”At the same time, the seasons changed with the sound of Thunder.

Observing the oppositional forces that worked to bring about change in the natural world,

nature demonstrated productive growth through friction. Without this oppositional energy, the

ancient Taoist recognized how life would lose its vitality to become stagnant.Therefore, a sage

was always a student of nature. When obstacles became insurmountable, one simply emulated

the way of nature. The Tao te Ching becomes a study on how to return to our state of simplicity

as natural creatures in a natural world.“The ordinary person puts themselvesin the center of

the universe;the universe for the sage, is always at the center.”The ancient masters studied

eight principles of change as the natural world moved toward renewal. These primary forces

are at the root of a more ancient text called the I Ching or Book of Changes. Each principle

portrays a virtue to be emulated when approaching a world of perpetual change. With nature

as our teacher, we discover a pathway of empowerment, happiness and success. We find that

in the Great Circle there is no separation between the world in here and the world out there.

“Everything is already complete in oneself.” One need only open to the changes to allow

experience to bring our real nature forward.The writing of the Tao te Ching has been attributed

to Lao Tzu, a contemporary of Confucius and keeper of the imperial archives at Loyang, in the

province of Honan, during the 6th century BC. According to legend, he was riding away into the

desert, sickened by the ways of men when a gatekeeper persuaded him to record his wisdom.

Scholars have traced its threads in the many writings of the ancient Chinese philosophers, who

were in turn, also inspired by the Book of Changes. Therefore, some believe that this text was

a compilation of ideas brought together during the 3rd century BC.This text attempts to provide

an idea of what Tao is, since it does not lend itself to clear cut interpretation. Lao Tzu taught

that since Tao is ever changing, it cannot be captured in words. This version of this ancient

classic captures its original poetic style, and is a compilation drawn from the many agent sages

who studied it.The ancient Chinese poets made an art form out of capturing nature existing

“just so.” The second section of the book includes Taoist poetry, inspired by nature and

celebrating what is timeless and valuable about our existence.The Study of NatureThere is a

dynamic force driving all things towards evolution, and this force is active even in human

events. The Tao te Ching describes life’s fundamental interconnectivity: “there is a thing

confusedly formed.” We observe this when nature orchestrates plant reproduction by utilizing

seeds that attach to the fur of passing animals. Pollen grains are transferred on the legs of tiny

insects, while the delicate construction of arbor seeds harness the wind for

regeneration.Carnivores eat herbivores, eliminating nutrient rich waste that nourishes the

plants. Bacteria process this waste, enriching the plants that nourish the herbivores. Water is

stripped of nutrients by flowing through a filter of complex root structures before entering the

pristine reefs that nourish the sea creatures. Human beings ward of viruses, bacteria and

disease by ingesting the exoskeletons of coral animals and sea creatures.As animals

exchange carbon dioxide for oxygen, plants trade oxygen for carbon dioxide. Every species

thrives because of its interdependence upon another. Each can exist in a foreign environment



and yet, at some level every environment is connected. This all or nothing equation fosters

harmony at all levels of life.At the same time, we see mating collisions, eruptions and positive

and negative forces that collide to turn the wheels of evolution. At the molecular level and in

opposing pressure systems, we see how nature releases stagnation through a type of friction.

Evolution is how life achieves renewal by removing the protective covering of the past. All that

appears to block our forward progress will lift us to a higher level of existence.We can discover

our deeper connection to what unfolds around us when immersed within nature’s rejuvenating

tapestry of colors and sounds. While the natural world reminds us of the things that remain

constant over time, it also teaches us about the necessity of remaining open to change.Nature

is blind to barriers, except in the way that it overcomes them. Observing its diverse processes,

we discover these same evolutionary mechanisms also lead us in our growth.Exploring the

best of what it might become, nature fine tunes existing traits, while eliminating what is outworn

and unnecessary. More importantly, it is relentless in its ability to overcome any barriers to its

forward progress. Over and above how nature renews our senses, the Tao of Nature teaches

us about balance, wellness, and how “success is a pathway of self-completion.”Like the

seedling forced to press against the dirt and rocks to peel away its protective covering, all

obstacles simply remove what hides our authenticity.Tao is at the root of everything that

happens in the world. By following the path of least resistance, one allows life to take its natural

course without interference. This is at the heart of the Taoist idea of “not doing.” “Without doing

anything, nothing is undone.”We become “the master of our present existence” in our simplicity

of perspective. We “do not play the host, but become the guest” and strive to be open and

observant. “Composure will straighten out one’s inner life.” This willingness to meet life half way

reflects the composed state of our inner world upon experience. Becoming the master of our

experiences requires only that we follow. Exerting the will against events will only create further

obstruction as we move upon the great river of life.“I alone am inactive and reveal no signs;like

a new-born babe who has not learned to smile,Unattached, as though I have no home to go

back to.”The home we would have gone back to is the paradigm that would trap us in our

growth.Part OneTao te ChingIn The Great Mystery1The Tao that can be spoken of is not the

constant Tao.The name that can be named is not the constant name.The nameless is the

beginning of life.It is the mother of the ten thousand things.Remove your desires and you will

see the mystery.Be filled with desireand you will see only the manifestation.These two are the

sameyet, they diverge in natureas they issue forth.Being the same, they are the sourcebut the

source remains a mystery.Mystery upon mystery,the gateway of Tao’s manifold secrets.All

Things Are Equal2All people measure beautyagainst what they know to be ugliness.All

announce that good is goodonly because they reject what they think is bad.Therefore,

something and nothing produce each other.The difficult and the easy compliment each

other.Long and short influence each other.High and low arise from each other.Notes and tone

harmonize with each other.Before and after always follow one another.Thus, one on the

pathway of discovering teacts without strivingand teaches without words.Deny nothing to the

ten thousand things.Nourish them without claiming authority,benefit them without demanding

gratitude,do the work, then move on.And, the fruits of your labor will last forever.Hold To

Nothing3Not seeking credit, the talented avoids rivalry.Not seeking what can be ownedprevents

stealing.Not displaying desirable thingsprevents the confusion of the heart.Therefore, one of

Tao governs byemptying the heart of desireand fills the belly with food,loosens ambitionsand

strengthens the bones.If the people are simple and free from desire,then the empire will be at

peaceof its own accord.Practice action without strivingand all will be in order.
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tom baeli, “Hits it on both counts Nature and Poetry. As a university graduate of South East

Asian Areas Study China I'm familiar with many of its arguments and academics, (the

mechanics of this discipline). Not the living legacy.Poetry of Nature is not that kind of read,

thankfully, it does though provide a perfect antidote for occasional scholastic indigestion and

overload.P.O.N. doesn't disappoint. It’s as simple as Lau Tzu intended, Ms. Hohne gets that!

hitting the right tone with this work, -  (45 year Tai Chi Instructor)”

anonymous, “Excellent New Translation & Introductory Notes. Like most followers of the Tao Te

Ching, I have read many translations, and in one way or another enjoyed them all. So it is

amazing to me that there could be this new version by Kari Hohne, which seems at every point

to match or exceed the others. The author has the benefit certainly of a 140 years of published

English editions preceding her own, and she has not wasted that gift. She takes the work back

to the original, lets go of her own agenda, and writes English with a vocabulary rooted in the

heart - that is the way of the Tao and the best translations also. She is right up there with

Ursula K. Le Guin, Arthur Waley, Stephen Mitchell, and Ellen M. Chen. There is also a fine, two-

part introduction, as well as a separate section with examples of Taoist poetry, which helps to

locate the Tao Te Ching in the realm of spiritual art, as much as religious philosophy.”

Brad Nickoloff, “An excellent read. Inspiring Translation. There is a cadence and minimalist

approach to this translation that really makes the meaning of this book very recognizable.

Other translations remain obscure but this one doesn't. I discovered it because it is often

quoted on the internet...contrasted against other interpretations and celebrated for its poetic

and Zen like simplicity.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “tao te ching nice read. I am really into asian culture and their teachings. I

like to read books about peace of mind and so on. I found this book interesting because it

brought me back to the old buddhist teachings. It is easier to conquer others than to conquer

thy self.Not just that but the poetry is so calming. For those of you who love poetry I

recommend you check this out.”



The book by Kari Hohne has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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